Iceland in Winter, Part 2 - Dýralíf
It’s hard for me to imagine how the Vikings stashed livestock in their longships
because a longship is not roomy. The Vikings who settled Iceland must have been
crafty to find space in their ships for horses, sheep, cattle, and goats - not to
mention the animals’ forage and water - and still have room for crew and supplies.
How did they shelter their animals from storms? How did they calm them when the
waves grew large? It is hard to imagine, but they must have done it, because the
descendants of the livestock they carried in longships still live in Iceland today.
Icelandic horses are splendid, long-maned creatures, strong for their size and
compact enough to have once voyaged the North Atlantic. On our journey, we saw
many of these national treasures in their pastures along the Golden Circle. When we
got out of the car, one small herd approached us, probably thinking we had a treat
for them. I wish we had! We could see right away that each horse is a unique
citizen, a character that would be fun to get to know. The horses of Iceland are
genetically distinct from other breeds. Over the centuries, a harsh environment and
selective breeding made them what they are today. At home in Colorado, where
people also treasure horses, there are about 35 people for every horse. In Iceland,
human citizens outnumber horse citizens by only 4 to 1.

The Íslendingur,on display in Keflavík. It is a
full-scale replica of the ancient Gokstad
Viking longship that was found in a burial
mound in Norway. The Íslendingur sailed
across the Atlantic in 2000.

As Joseph and I drove across the beautiful barren vistas of western Iceland, he
commented on the general absence of wildlife. Back home, a similar winter road trip
would reveal at least a few deer, elk, or rabbits, maybe even some bighorn sheep,
but in a day’s drive from Reykjavík, along the Golden Circle and all the way up to
the Snæffelsness Peninsula, we saw only birds and pastured horses. I later

discovered, with my handy Internet search engine, that the arctic fox
was the only land mammal on the island when the Vikings arrived over
1100 years ago, except for an occasional polar bear along the icy
northern shores. Today, besides the fox and
bear, you can count the number of naturalized
animals on two hands, with fingers left over:
American mink, two species of mouse, Norway
rat, rabbit, and reindeer. Who knows what
adventures first brought the foxes’ furry
ancestors to the island? Polar bears pretty
much do whatever they want to. But these
other animals could only have come to the
island with the help of humankind.
In the Icelandic
language, the
word for
wildlife is
dýralíf, which

translates to
“animal life.”
Perhaps the
distinction
Icelandic horses in their winter pasture
between
domestic and
wild is fuzzier up north than it is where we use
the term, “wildlife.” The domestic animals of
Iceland certainly look wild and woolly,
especially the sheep, which dine on grass and
Icelandic moss. This reportedly gives a special
flavor to their meat. Unfortunately, we didn’t
try Icelandic lamb on this trip, but it’s on the
must-do list for next time. There are also
ancient breeds of goats, chickens, cattle, and
sheepdogs with
Nordic-Viking
pedigrees.
Icelandic land mammals may be scarce,
but what the island lacks in these, it
Icelandic sheep on the southwest coast of the
Snæffelsness Peninsula

more than makes up for in birds, fish, and
marine life. The country is world-famous for
birdwatching in the summer. In the winter,
birds are not so abundant, but we did see Eider
ducks and other seabirds, which were strange
and exotic to us.
We came to Iceland in large part to see the
Eider ducks in Grundarfjörður
aurora borealis, and we chose to visit
Grundarfjörður because the Snæffelsness Peninsula
is reputed to be one of the best destinations in the hemisphere to view the
northern glow. The little village of Grundarfjörður had clean, affordable

Eldey, a huge volcanic rock off the coast of the Reykjanes Peninsula, where
one of the largest colonies of gannets breed during the warmer months

accommodations and was open in winter. What we didn’t know is in February, this
village is also one of the premier places on Earth to watch wild orca whales. This
fact is not well publicized in guide books because it has only been a premier
destination for the past few years. Shifts in climate have caused schools of
herring to migrate differently than in the past. Because they are a major orca
food source, where the herring are, the whales are, and the herring have
discovered Grundarfjörður! When we checked in to our rented apartment well
after dark, the owner asked us if we had come to see the whales. He must have
thought our puzzled expressions were a bit strange. Some of the folks who
rented apartments near us were whale biologists, he said. We later discovered
vans and buses filled with British travelers were in town specifically to go whale
watching.

In light of this information, how could we resist? The following morning, we
asked about tours, and two spots were still available on the next - and last Láki Tours boat to go out
that day. Because a storm
was forecast, we would
not have another chance
that week. Luck was with
us, not only because we
bought the last two seats
on the boat, but also
because the orcas were
out in force that
afternoon. Even the whale
biologists were amazed at
Joseph on the Láki Tours boat
as it left the harbor

the hundreds of spouts
and fins of surfacing “sea wolves” we saw in the course of a few hours. There
were mother whale backs alongside miniature baby backs and the towering
dorsal fins of massive males. At times, five or six of the sleek white-on-black
bodies would break the surface all at once, nearby and far into the distance.
To me, the sound of orca breath was like a Buddhist monk’s bell, filled with
both wildness and
serenity. The rhythm
of feeding orca
families thrummed
through my nerves
and heart, and for a
moment, I came close
to remembering who
and what I really am.
Can we ever really know
what the thoughts of
An orca whale surfacing in
Grundarfjörður, an arm of
Breiðafjörður. The fjord bears the
same name as the village.

Calm water in the harbor at Grundarfjörður. Kirkjufell (Church Rock) is in the distance.

whales might be? I think orcas must have calm thoughts, even though they live in
the ocean without gills to breathe. The orcas we watched didn’t seem to be bothered
that the very thing that buoys them up could also drown them any time. I suspect
whales are intelligent enough to comprehend this, but maybe they don’t worry about
it as much as I might. Do orcas worry about herring? In December 2012, before we
arrived in Grundarfjörður, a huge school of herring swam under a bridge east of
the village and into a small inlet, but they never swam out again. Scientists think the
water quickly became oxygen depleted with so many fish in such a small place. It
was quite a loss, almost half of the national quota of herring for the season. Surely
fish-eating birds and other sea life benefitted from the bounty. Surely the whales,
who enter these inlets themselves, perceived the herrings’ demise. While water may
be a danger for orcas, gilled creatures can run into trouble in the ocean, too.
Even with its aurora and whales, Grundarfjörður is above all a fishing village. The
harbor is filled with fishing boats, and there are packing houses nearby that stay
open late into the night, filling trucks with the catch of the day. We enjoyed the
freshest and tastiest Atlantic cod imaginable at the Hotel Framnes at the harbor
during our stay. Earlier in the trip, we enjoyed a favorite Icelandic snack: dried fish
with butter. The butter is spread on
Fishing boats at the dock in Grundarfjörður harbor.
the fish like a cracker, and the
combination is unexpectedly sweet and
fresh tasting. In nearby Bjarnarhöfn,
we sampled another Icelandic fish, this
one not so fresh: the famous
Greenland shark. The descendants of
Vikings have long made “hákarl” from
these sharks. In Reykjavík, we noticed
a menu item called “Shark and Black
Death.” The shark is hákarl, and the

drink is Brennivín, a sharp Icelandic liquor flavored with cumin. When these two
pungent items are served together, the faint of stomach need not apply.
Greenland sharks are huge fish, sometimes over 20 feet long, and their fresh meat is
poisonous. It contains compounds like urea, broken down by processing. In Iceland,
this means burying the meat in the ground and fermenting it for weeks, then curing
it outdoors for another few
months. Some describe the resulting
dish as similar to a strong cheese,
soaked in ammonia. Perhaps we
come from a part of the world
where food is especially spicy, but I
found that the infamous hákarl was
milder than expected, maybe even
tasty. The man who made the
hákarl at Bjarnarhöfn inherited the
trade from his ancestors. He and his
family catch and prepare Greenland
shark, make hákarl, run a small
farm, and keep a museum for
visitors. The farm is the leading

Top: Inside the museum at Bjarnarhöfn. The items
belonged to previous generations of the same family
that runs the farm today.
Right: The curing shed, filled with hákarl.
Bottom: Slabs of fermented Greenland shark meat,
curing in the open air.

producer of shark meat in the
whole region.
Some may say that you haven’t
really visited Iceland if you haven’t
tasted Brennivín or fermented

shark meat. While sampling these local dishes is definitely a memorable experience, it
is not at the very top of my list. I would first recommend gazing at the aurora,
watching some whales, driving across the uncrowded countryside, strolling up a black
sand beach, or climbing down a footpath through a lichen-covered lava flow. Better
still, one could ride an Icelandic horse!
We rode Icelandics at Íshestar, in the town of Hafnarfjörður, southwest of
Reykjavík. Íshestar is a huge commercial stable with hundreds of horses, but it was
not impersonal, either to the riders or to the horses. The guides knew each horse
well, and they expertly paired them with riders based on the temperament and
experience levels of both. I had the privilege of riding a beautiful, ten-year-old red
dun gelding named Fífill, which,
near as I can tell, translates to
“dandelion”. His name may also
refer to his color, as a light
red horse with a flaxen mane
is called a “fífilbleikur.” Joseph
rode a similarly colored fellow
named Febrúar for the month
in which he was born. The
guides at Íshestar took us on
the “lava tour” through the
countryside. When I told one
guide, Alex, that I had only
ridden western style, she
answered, “Well, now you have
the opportunity to ride a REAL
horse!”
Fífill and I take a break from the “Lava Tour.”

Febrúar was curious about the camera.

Icelandics are most definitely “real
horses” (by the way, DON’T call them
ponies). Icelandics have a forgiving
temperament. They are trained to
respond to a rider’s subtle movements,
and like me, they prefer to be asked
nicely. These bright beings need only a
small weight shift in the stirrups or a
tiny tug on a rein. I’m sure I confused
Fífill quite often with my tendency to
hold the reins high and grasp for a
nonexistent saddle horn, but he was well
versed in visitors. His stubborn streak
showed only when one of the guides’

horses surged past him on the trail. When this happened, his ears flicked back
flat on his head and I could feel the twitch in his gait as he suppressed the urge
to step out of line and indulge in a little race. I would have encouraged him if the
guides hadn’t already asked us - nicely, by the way - to ride in single file.
At one point during the ride, Fífill broke into a tölt. Icelandics can walk, trot, and
canter/gallop like other breeds, but they can also naturally tölt, an efficient and
fascinating gait where they high-step in a smooth rocking motion. The gait is
reportedly useful for traveling across uneven volcanic terrain, but it felt strange
to me. I imagine it might be like riding a giant dog. During our stay in Iceland, we
saw many horses with riders performing the tölt on the roads and trails. A few
even looked to be using the “flying pace,” similar to a tölt but much faster. It
must be exhilarating to sail across the treeless landscape in this way!

The lights of Grundarfjörður in the late morning

A small picturesque boat with the same name as the town

The animal life of Iceland - both wild and domesticated - is truly amazing, even in
February, when most of the bird species are still wintering in the south. Creatures
with a history of longship voyages, bitter arctic gales, and volcanic eruptions can’t
help but be unique, and fortunately, Icelandic law protects and preserves them.
There are populations of pure Icelandic horses
in other countries all over the world, but, to
maintain the breed, once a horse leaves
Iceland, he or she can never return. I’m happy
that travelers aren’t similarly restricted and
In a box by the
stable door at
that we can look forward to the possibility of
Íshestar, a visitor
another visit to this incredible place.
may take a
horseshoe as a
souvenir. This one
came home with
us.
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The Golden Circle:
The Golden Circle, close to the capital city of Reykjavík, is one of the most popular day tours in Iceland.
We drove most of the Golden Circle on our way from Reykjavík to the Snæffelsness Peninsula. All of the
major sites along the Golden Circle are publicly owned and free of admission charges.

Þingvellir, looking toward the site of the AlÞhingi.

Joseph at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, on the way toward Þingvellir.

First, near the north shore of Þingvallavatn, a gorgeous blue glacial lake, is a National Park that contains
both the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the site of the historical Icelandic Parliament, Þingvellir. The Viking
settlers established the site as the country’s parliament in 930. From ancient times through the late
1700’s, Icelanders and their leaders met there annually for the AlÞingi to review and recite the laws,
resolve disputes, hold competitions, and to debut poetry, among other social events. The current
government is centered in Reykjavík, and it descends from this annual gathering.
The second major site on the Golden Circle is Geysir, an area of active volcanic vents. Several geysers
can be visited including Strokkur, which erupts every two minutes on average, and Geysir, whose name
morphed into the English word for all such waterspouts. In ancient times, Geysir erupted frequently, but
now its fits are rare and unpredictable.

Strokkur, erupting during our visit

A quiet, but still steamy, Geysir

The Golden Circle (continued):
Gullfoss (Golden Falls) is the third major attraction on the Golden Circle. It is a waterfall of paleolithic
proportions! In February, its slopes and the lower trail are decorated with ice.

Views of Gullfoss, the Golden Falls
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Accommodations:
During our visit to the Snæffelsness Peninsula, we stayed at the Grundarfjörður Hostel and Apartments.
The owners were helpful and friendly, the apartment was clean and comfortable, and the building was
located right on the harbor. The website is http://grundarfjordurhostel.com.

Views of our apartment in Grundarfjörður.
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Láki Tours:
From late January through March, Láki Tours runs boats out of Grundarfjörður harbor to watch orca
whales. Visit their website at www.lakitours.com. A fantastic video by Oliver Degener of what must be
some of the same orcas we saw is available at http://vimeo.com/62120950. This video was made in
March, 2013, not long after our visit. (Use your browser’s back button to return to the travel journal from
the websites.)
Return to text

Herring Die-Off:
The herring die-off in December 2012 was of such large proportions that it and a smaller die-off in early
February made international news. Rob Lott, of the Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society, has posted
a good blog related to the herring die-offs in Grundarfjörður at http://www2.wdcs.org/fieldblog/index.php?/
authors/19-Rob-Lott/P2.html. In other blogs at this link, he also discusses the orca whales, including
Keiko, the animal film star who played “Willy” in the “Free Willy” movies. As a baby, Keiko was believed to
have been taken from the same area. (To return to the travel journal from the website, use your browser’s
back button.)
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Brennivín:
Liquor laws are relatively strict in Iceland, especially as they relate to advertising.
Brennivín has an austere label, but I think this only adds to the mystique of “Black
Death.” I did not try Brennivín at the same time I tried hákarl. A couple of nights
before we returned home, we were having dinner in Keflavík, and I ordered a shot
of Brennivín. Our server made a face. She told us that Brennivín was the only thing
available when she was a teenager, and that she and her
friends would mix it with Coca-Cola and choke it down.
A bottle of Brennivín
Although I didn’t think the experience was bad at all, she did
on my kitchen
not charge me for the shot.

counter at home.
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Íshestar:
Íshestar’s website can be found at http://www.ishestar.is. They offer a wide variety of tours, including
multi-day trips. A multi-day tour is also on my to-do list for our next visit! (After you visit the website, use
your browser’s back button to return here.)
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Tölt:
To see an Icelandic horse from Canada performing the tölt, visit http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=iyAsIz64gAY. A quick little video of the “flying pace” is at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJaDlfLBLtc.
(Use your browser’s back button to return here after watching the videos.)
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